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ISE® Design Suite 12 software unlocks greater design productivity 
with breakthrough technologies for power optimization and cost. The 
Design Suite enables the fastest time to design completion with Xilinx 
Targeted Design Platforms – available in four confi gurations aligned to 
user-preferred methodology logic, embedded, DSP, or system design.

Xilinx Targeted Design Platforms provide embedded, DSP, and hard-
ware designers with access to an array of devices supported by open 
standards, common design fl ows, IP, and runtime platforms. The ISE 
Design Suite offers domain-specifi c design environments and enables 
designers to meet power and performance goals with Xilinx CPLDs 
and FPGAs, including the new Virtex®-6 and Spartan®-6 families.

ISE Design Suite provides a tight connection between embedded and 
DSP fl ows to enable integration of designs with embedded, DSP, IP, 
and user blocks in one system. For users familiar with differing design 
environments, ISE Design Suite 12 provides accommodations ranging 
from the push button user to the advanced designer.

Xilinx ISE Design Suite 12

 › Design preservation fl ow to improve timing predictably
 › Partial reconfi guration supporting Virtex-6 FPGAs
 › Intelligent clock gating supporting Virtex-6 FPGAs
 › Plug-and-play FPGA design through AMBA® 4 AXI™-4 interconnect 
protocol IP

FEATURES

Operating systems: Linux and tools
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ELinOS is a comprehensive development environment for embed-
ded Linux software development. Unlike traditional Linux imple-
mentations, SYSGO’s ELinOS is purpose-built for use in demanding 
industrial applications. SYSGO brings 15+ years of fi eld expertise to 
make an embedded Linux offering well-suited for real-world com-
plex applications and to back it up with world-class support. Many 
BSPs corresponding to the most successful boards on the market 
are included, as well as BSPs for virtualization engines such as 
QEMU and VMware or for the other SYSGO fl agship product, PikeOS. 
Besides the widely used x86 version, ELinOS also supports PowerPC, 
ARM, MIPS, and SH platforms. ELinOS includes CODEO, the Eclipse-
based development environment that provides guided confi guration, 
remote debugging (often down to the hardware instruction level), 
target monitoring, remote application deployment, and timing analy-
ses in addition to standard application development features such 
as compilers and assemblers.

ELinOS Industrial Grade Linux

 › Industrial grade
 › Integrated Eclipse-based development environment
 › Real-time extensions support
 › Target confi guration editor
 › Runs out of the box
 › One-year support included
 › Validated and tested for PPC (60x, 4xx, E500), x86, ARM, SH-4, MIPS
 › BSPs for major embedded boards and chip vendors included

FEATURES


